OFFSHORE
OIL & GAS
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

PROTECTING THE SAFETY
& SURVIVAL OF
OFFSHORE OIL & GAS
INDUSTRY PERSONNEL
With a history stretching back over 160
years, Survitec commands marketleading positions worldwide in offshore,
marine, defence and aerospace survival
technology.
Our dedicated research and design departments keep us ahead
of the market, ensuring we can always be relied upon to bring
not only the best but the most ground-breaking products to
the Offshore, Oil and Gas industry. Whether it’s in the provision
of lifesaving equipment such as our marine and aviation
liferafts, ensuring the rapid and safe evacuation of offshore
personnel with our mass evacuation systems, or protecting
aircrew and passengers travelling over water with our range of
oil and gas survival suits, you can be assured of high quality
products and a full support service you can rely on.

We pride ourselves on our relationships with approval
authorities across the globe, ensuring we remain ahead of
industry equipment compliance. All our products undergo
rigorous quality control testing to meet the highest standards
laid out by our industry regulators. We pride ourselves on our
relationships with approval authorities across the globe.
This ensures that Survitec remains ahead of industry
equipment compliance.
With over 500 service stations worldwide, situated in some of
the busiest ports in the world, we are committed to providing
a 24-hour service to meet the global needs of the Offshore
Oil and gas industry. In addition, Survitec has established
distributor dealership rights with some of the world’s most
reputable names in the industry. We provide our customers
with immediate access to what they need, when they need it.
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OFFSHORE PROJECTS
By harnessing our knowledge and expertise of safety and survival
equipment, we have been able to develop market-leading solutions
that address the specific issues faced by the oil and gas industry.
For over 30 years our Offshore Projects team has been providing
in-depth marine safety advice and putting together bespoke
packages tailored to the specific requirements of different offshore
environments.
Our services range from the provision of marine lifesaving equipment
for offshore vessels, survival equipment for those travelling over water
to offshore oil rigs and the total supply and management of marine
safety equipment for offshore installations.
Today, our packages are supplied all over the world for use on
installations stretching from the North Sea across to the Gulf of Mexico
as well as areas of the Middle East, West Africa, the Far East and the
Caspian Sea.

At Survitec, we not only pride ourselves on our ability to provide
technically advanced products, we also strive to ensure all aspects
of each project are fully met. Our Offshore team has an excellent
document control procedure in place. We submit all aspects of
documentation for all products supplied as part of a project, including
Certification, GA Drawings, Inspection Documents, Atex Information,
bespoke spread sheets and schedules. This not only enables us to keep
you informed each step of the way, but also gives you peace of mind
that the products supplied are of the highest quality.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT A MEMBER
OF OUR PROJECTS TEAM TODAY

1 Helideck

2 Fire Protection

3 Fire Suit

4 Lifejackets

6 Liferafts

7 Man Overboard

8 Lifeboat

9 Lifting &

Crash Kit

Recovery

Inspection

5 Marine Evacuation

Systems

10 Medical Equipment

For more information contact
a member of our team

11 Survival Suits

12 Pyrotechnics
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COMPLETE SAFETY SOLUTIONS
Now that Survitec is the world’s largest maritime safety business, we’re
in a position to turn the whole industry onto a different heading. We’re
already beginning to think more radically about how we can assist our
customers in their pursuit of continuous improvement – how to do
things faster, better, cheaper or easier.
With more liferafts, lifejackets, fire systems, safety products and service
stations around the world than our nearest competitor, nobody
can offer better last mile global coverage than Survitec can. We are
determined to use our size and strength to take maritime safety in a
different direction – one that delivers new benefits to your business.
Whether your requirements are for one off product sales or for
complete safety product supply and service agreements, our
dedicated teams are always ready to listen to your challenges and are
on hand to offer a comprehensive solution, built for your business.
Across its 160-year history, Survitec has remained at the forefront of
innovation, design and application engineering. Survitec is the trusted
name when it comes to critical safety and survival solutions.
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Managing complexity – solutions built
around our customers:
Single source SOLAS solutions
Compliant asset management
Consistent, reliable servicing
and support
Fixed and predictable pricing options
Reduced cost of ownership
World’s largest owned and operated 		
safety service network
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OUR GLOBAL SERVICE
AND DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
EUROPE
239

NORTH
AMERICA
76

ASIA
64

OCEANIA
SOUTH
AMERICA
46

27
AFRICA
41

MIDDLE
EAST
22

• Close proximity to the world’s top
100 and emerging ports for cargo,
passengers and Offshore
• 8 manufacturing locations and
15 offshore support centres
• A total network of over 500 service
stations covering 2,000 ports
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MARINE
EVACUATION
Emergency evacuations from an offshore facility
can arise due to many causes and under a range of diverse
and dangerous circumstances, not all of which can be
foreseen. A key objective is to avoid significant incidents
escalating into major incidents.
To achieve this goal, emergency evacuations require
integrated, cross-discipline coordination and a portfolio of
evacuation options.

Marine Evacuation

Emergency evacuation from an oil and gas rig is primarily via a
davit or free-fall lifeboat. However, in order to make provisions
for personnel who cannot access the lifeboats during an
emergency, an alternative means of evacuation is traditionally
provided. Injuries and fatalities associated with traditional
means of secondary evacuation have
seen a rapid increase over the years, due to significantly
higher elevations of oil and gas facility decks (80-120ft).

Web: www.survitecgroup.com Email: info@survitecgroup.com

OFFSHORE
MARINE
EVACUATION
The Survitec Offshore Mass Evacuation System has been designed
specifically to address hazards associated with these more ‘traditional’
approaches to secondary evacuation.
The fully enclosed, deck mounted system is suitable for operating
heights of up to 75-80 metres. It provides a protected means of
evacuation from an offshore facility. The system can move a maximum
of 150 personnel from topsides down to sea level via a fire and smoke
protected vertical, telescoping, escape chute directly into a single
SOLAS rated high capacity liferaft within 10 minutes
of deployment.
The liferaft is connected to the chute and stabilisation system by means
of an integrated breakaway landing platform. This can be disconnected
from the raft once personnel have boarded, enabling the raft to move
away from the hazard. The system design ensures that the breakaway
landing platform, chute and stabilisation system remain in place and are
able to be recovered to the deck for re-use.
The system can be configured for use with 50, 70, 75, 100 or 150 man
rafts and is intended to be used primarily as a reliable, alternative means
of evacuation when the main life boats are impaired or inaccessible.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Bolt down skid frame with over-side cantilever section
Skid frame mounted container with rear door access and hazard
resistant outer cladding
Internal structural support frame bolted to the container
supporting pneumatic winch, cables and pulley system
and escape chute
Internal explosion proof lighting system rated for hazardous
area use (Classification Zone I Div 1 Class I)
Gravity braked winch with hydraulic motor and accumulators
with capacity as necessary to recover the system twice
(two cycles)
Three wire cable and pulley system connected to the winch
drum and terminating at the tensioning cans
Vertical Kevlar telescopic escape chute with fire and smoke
resistant outer cover, stainless steel reinforcing rings and high
tensile strength Kevlar connecting cables
High capacity SOLAS approved liferaft with integrated buoyant
breakaway landing platform configurable to enable the liferaft to
freely rotate around the landing platform by means of a hoop/
bearing assembly
Open grid lightweight support frame for storing the liferaft
in the stowed condition
Cable tensioning cans to hold the deployed system in a vertical
position
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MARINE
PROTECTION
& EVACUATION
Survitec has worked closely with the world’s most
respected oil and gas operators to develop a range of
Immersion Suits for those working daily in the most
unpredictable and hazardous environments. We offer a
wide range of innovative and practical solutions, working
closely with customers to develop customised products
for individual mission requirements. Most recently our
collaboration with Royal Dutch Rescue Organisation
(KNRM) has enabled us to design and manufacture a fully
integrated Constant Wear Immersion Suit package, which
is leading the way in immersion protection worldwide.

10
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SURVIVAL SUITS
1000 Series Tri-Approved
Wind Energy Suit
The new 1000 Series Offshore Wind Power immersion suit has
been designed specifically for the renewable energy industry to provide
the ultimate protection for personnel travelling over water.
Designed to exceed the requirements of the latest European aviation
and marine standards, this immersion suit boasts a number of practical
attributes that enable the wearer to complete operational task.
Survival characteristics have been created to protect in the event of an
emergency.
The extremely robust suit structure is fully waterproof, breathable and
inherently flame retardant. The interior offers increased insulation

Unique tri-approval status, which means
that it complies with the marine (SOLAS),
aviation transportation (ETSO) and constant
wear (CE-PPE) regulations

Multiple wearer options to support marine
and/or aviation transportation

against extreme cold and improved thermal comfort with reduced
thermal stress.
Offshore workers will benefit from enhanced protection from the
durable watertight seals at the neck and wrists, and from the
re-enforced Sofishield implemented into the knee, seat and elbow
areas. The 1000 Series uniquely holds tri-approval status, that comply
with the marine (SOLAS), aviation transportation (ETSO) and constant
wear (CE-PPE) regulations.

Optional Accessories
•
•
•

Helmet
Fall Arrest Harness
Rope Access Lifejacket

Dual and Tri approved options available

Inherently flame retardant material
providing optimum protection
against fire

Designed specifically for the Offshore
Wind Energy Industry

Reinforced protection on knee,
seat and elbow areas
Exceptional in-water performance
and survivability

Dual approved option with
integrated safety boots is
also available.
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SURVIVAL SUITS
OTS 601 Suit
The OTS 601 is a unique approach to immersion protection that takes
the form of a waterproof undergarment, worn close to the skin and
under normal work wear. Designed for constant wear the OTS 601 is
both practical and comfortable when worn for long periods.
The OTS 601 is designed to protect individuals working over the side of
offshore installations or general working practices over water. Providing
user protection from cold water shock and extending survival time, the
OTS 601 is lightweight and breathable allowing for strenuous activity
without the wearer suffering the effects of heat stress. Fundamental
to the development of the OTS has been independent ergonomic and
cold water trials. The garment has proven to be comfortable, practical
and compatible with other PPE and is worn rigorously by many user
customers in the field.
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The OTS 601 is constructed from a Gore-Tex tri-laminate fabric that
comprises an internal fleece layer providing thermal properties. In
addition the zip, neck and wrist seals are incorporated to maximize
comfort without compromising water integrity.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

CE-PPE Qualification to ISO 15027:2012
Bespoke mid-layer immersion suit garment
Provides immersion protection without compromise
to individual work performance
Compatibility with multiple PPE equipment types
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SURVIVAL SUITS
Crewsaver Endurance Plus
Since July 2006, regulations for cargo ships and bulk carriers trading
outside the parallels 20 degrees north or 20 degrees south stipulate
that one fully approved immersion or abandonment suit must be
carried for each crew member. The Crewsaver immersion suit range
enables you to easily comply with these regulations.
The Crew Endurance Plus joins the successful Crewsaver
immersion suit range that Survitec supplies to many of the world’s
shipping lines and oil and gas enterprises. The suit builds on the
success of the classic Crewsaver Immersion Suit and now includes a
40mm nylon lifting strop harness with stainless steel D-ring as standard
and at no extra cost to the customer. This strop can simply be removed
if not required.
The suit provides great thermal protection, preventing a typical
person’s core body temperature from dropping by more than
2ºC after six hours in calm water of 0-2ºC.
As from 1st July 2010, all immersion suits designed for use
without a lifejacket are to be fitted with a lifting loop to comply
with MSC 207(81).

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approved in compliance with MED/SOLAS
5 finger integral latex glove for increased dexterity
Additional over glove for increased insulation, can be stowed in its
own sleeve pocket
Unpacked and donned in under 2 minutes
5mm fire retardant neoprene construction – provides good
insulation and resistance to oil, sunlight and sea water
Waterproof zip and MED/SOLAS approved reflective tape
Stowage bag and donning instructions included
5mm neoprene face flap and inside chin flap for dual protection

Web: www.survitecgroup.com Email: info@survitecgroup.com
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LIFEJACKETS
Seacrewsader 275N
The Seacrewsader 2010 275N Twin Chamber is designed to meet the
SOLAS 2010 regulations according to MSC 81(70) as amended by
MSC 200(80) and MSC 207(81). However the jacket outperforms this
requirement, providing increased performance in the most demanding
working environments. We have improved the body angle, mouth
freeboard and face plane angles to ensure you are even safer at sea.
We have also added a new, unique inflation chamber that improves turn
times while providing unrivalled comfort and support. Each chamber
is fitted with two 60g CO2 cylinders, activated by UML Mk5i standard
automatic firing mechanisms, and a 3.5 psi relief valve to ensure full
buoyancy during single or double chamber inflation.

14
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The Seacrewsader 2010 275N Twin Chamber is designed for extreme
working environments and is also suitable for abandonment purposes.
The high buoyancy level provides added protection when heavy work
gear and clothing as worn. The new, more compact cover is a robust
fabric to withstand the most arduous conditions without damage to the
lifejacket and internal bladders.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin chamber 275N MSC 200 (80)/ SOLAS
approved lifejacket
Suitable for use with most Immersion and abandonment suits,
subject to compatibility testing
Uses 2 x 60g cylinders on symmetrical inflation chambers
Fall arrest and deck harness options
Fire retardant and heavy duty covers available
Crotch straps fitted as standard
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LIFEJACKETS
Rope Access 275N 3D Lifejacket
Designed in conjunction with the world’s leading offshore operators the Rope
Access 3D 275N is the only lifejacket of its kind available to date. Specifically
designed for the offshore industry, the Rope Access 3D 275N includes an array
of unique key features to aid both comfort and safety
of those operating at height. The Rope Access 3D 275N encompasses
an ergonomic 3D design giving the user total freedom of movement and
unique weight distribution providing the ultimate in comfort. Additionally,
the lifejacket includes extra features which allow the user to wear the lifejacket
with any integrated fall arrest harness, giving the user one complete safety
solution.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Red crotch straps to ensure visibility with an additional 			
protective cover to prevent twisting and snagging
Removable back strap for attaching fall arrest harness
Easy to replace waterproof service labels
Foam padded cover for added impact protection
Easy to replace cover system, allowing you to replace the outer cover
easily when required. Spare covers can be purchased separately 		
including fire retardant, heavy duty and wipe clean options. This jacket
comes with the wipe clean cover as standard
Soft pull tabs helping to prevent snagging and accidental inflation
PLB & AIS ready
Twin chamber 275N
ID window pocket
YKK QBZ Tri-burst zip

Premier Compact
Since the Crewsaver Premier was introduced in July 2010, the lifejacket has led
the way in passenger and crew lifejacket safety. Driven by regulation changes
for lifejacket accessibility on cruise ships, and customer demand for reduced
bulk and improved storage options, Crewsaver has designed the Premier
Compact – a 42% smaller alternative to the original Premier.
The Premier Compact provides crucial, continued safety and performance
of the previous model with 143N buoyancy, and delivers improved storage
options due to its significantly reduced volume and easy-stack profile. A unique
design of the neck opening allows for increased wearer comfort, while durability
is assured by the use of tried and tested quality components.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient use of storage space at only 17.4L with 143N buoyancy 		
performance
Easy pull-out pillow for intuitive donning
Easy stack-and-stow, no folding or manipulation required
Improved comfort and fit around the neck with re-engineered neck
aperture in softer foam
Buddy line and whistle stored in recessed pocket
High-visibility fabric, foam and webbings are a proven success in the field

Web: www.survitecgroup.com Email: info@survitecgroup.com
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SURVIVAL
FROM THE AIR

When an aircraft ditches and the crew and passengers have
a matter of seconds to make a decision, it is crucial they are
equipped with the very best in lifesaving equipment to aid
their survival. In order to improve chances of survival, Survitec
has developed a comprehensive range of survival equipment
for those travelling to and from offshore destinations. For over
three decades Survitec has worked closely with the world’s
most respected oil and gas professionals to develop a range
of survival equipment or those working daily in the most
unpredictable and hazardous environments.

Liferafts

Over two decades of experience and over 1,000 operational units on
board rotary and fixed wing aircraft globally.

Lifejackets

Crew and passenger lifejackets for military, civil and para-public
organisations.

Immersion Suits

Over 30,000 suits managed globally per annum, customised to meet
specific mission requirements.

Helideck Equipment

Bespoke equipment packages which offer swift access to casualties
inside a crashed aircraft.
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LIFERAFTS
With over two decades of experience and over 1,000 operational units
on board rotary and fixed wing aircraft globally, the SAR (Search and
Rescue) Raft provides offshore helicopter operators with a universal airdroppable liferaft system that is simple and quick to deploy. Developed
to optimise air drop operation, the SAR Raft integrates the raft/aircraft
interface into the entire design phase with no need for costly airframes
or modifications.

Tried and tested in a large number of SAR missions, the raft offers critical
weight and space saving with a single compact package,
and can be despatched from virtually any rotary or fixed wing aircraft.
The SAR Raft has also accumulated years of valuable experience with a
large number of key commercial aviation clients such as Bristow Group.

Deployment Options
Users can select from two types of market leading SAR
Liferafts, the unique Heliraft and the popular Aerolite.

Aerolite
Forward Flight

Fixed-wing deployment
Available in a large range of stowage options, and uniquely
suitable for multiple applications including commercial and
military use as well as rotary-wing applications.

Heliraft
Hover Mode

Rotary-wing deployment
Designed as a fully integrated part of the whole helicopter
operation with rapid deployment and boarding solutions.

Web: www.survitecgroup.com Email: info@survitecgroup.com
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SURVIVAL SUITS
1000 Series

Key Features

With the introduction of additional EASA (European Aviation Safety
Agency) regulations in 2006, we commenced development on a new
generation of survival suit, the 1000 Series. Using the latest offshore
sizing information and feedback from offshore workers, we have
developed a suit built to fit today’s offshore work population.

•
•
•
•
•

Manufactured utilising the most elite, technologically advanced fabric
and components available, the outer shell of the suit is waterproof,
breathable and inherently flame retardant. The thermal lining uses
state-of-the-art Outlast® Phase Change Materials (PCM) technology, to
improve thermal comfort and reduce thermal stress. It offers anti-static
properties as well as improved comfort and protection.

•

1000 Series Training Suit

18
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1000 Series Passenger Suit

•

Designed specifically for helicopter passengers and crew
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) approved
Exceptional in-water performance and survivability
Waterproof and breathable to improve passenger cabin comfort
Inherently flame retardant material providing optimum 		
protection against fire
Enhanced thermal insulation using the latest nano-textile space
technology
New seals with superior performance, delivering greater 		
flexibility and comfort over long wear periods

Available in a range of options to suit varying offshore requirements
whilst helping to ensure the same equipment type is used from initial
training to an emergency situation.

1000 Series Arctic Suit

1000 Series Front Air Crew Suit
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LIFEJACKETS
MK50
Developed in direct response to CAA CAP 1034 Category ‘A’ performance
guidelines and meeting the requirements of ETSO-2C504 and ETSOC13F, the
new Mk50 Sentinel Lifejacket features an integrated Emergency Breathing
System (EBS).
Constructed from a flame-retardant material, the unique modular design allows
full customisation for operating requirements, whilst the slim and ergonomic
design allows for maximum comfort and manoeuvrability.
The jacket features a twin inflatable chamber with a buoyancy of 275N.
The modular format offers improved maintenance and servicing costs
as individual components can be easily removed and serviced.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slim line modular design for optimum fit, mobility and comfort
Fully integrated EBS with rapid user access
Integral survival systems incorporating twin-chamber buoyancy aid and
Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs)
Compact integral sprayhood
Excellent self-righting and flotation characteristics
Lifting loops, buddy line, reflective tape and whistle
Fully compatible with 1000 series helicopter passenger suit
Fully integrated on to the major helicopter platforms
Training variant available

MK51
Developed ahead of the new CAA CAP 1034 Category ‘A’ performance
guidelines, the new Mk51 Sentinel Lifejacket comprises of a form-fitting
waistcoat that enables users to customise pocketry, a slim, unobtrusive
life preserver unit, and a fully-integrated EBS.
Constructed from a durable flame-retardant material the slim and ergonomic
design allows for maximum comfort and manoeuvrability.
The jacket features an option of single or twin inflatable bouyancy chambers.
The modular design offers improved maintenance and servicing costs as
individual components can be easily removed and serviced.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slim line modular design for optimum fit, mobility and comfort
Fully integrated EBS with rapid user access
Integral survival systems incorporating single chamber high 		
performance life preserver
Compact integral sprayhood
Excellent self-righting and flotation characteristics
Lifting loops, buddy line, reflective tape and whistle
Fully compatible with 1000 series helicopter front aircrew/rear 		
SAR crew suits
Fully integrated on to the major helicopter platforms
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LIFEJACKETS
MK28
The MK28 lifejacket was designed in conjunction with major operators
and approval authorities for passenger and crew requirements. With an
ultra slim stole pouch, the life preserver is easy to don and doff and is
lightweight to ensure ease of manoeuvrability. CAA and FAA approved
the MK28 offers proven performance in extreme operating conditions
with a reputation for comfort, longevity and ease of maintenance.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal locator beacon (PLB) pocket
Equipment pocket for the storage of essential safety items
Flare pocket
Separate balaclava hood with integral spray shield for
extra protection
Optional crotch straps
Integral spray hood

Shark LAP Jacket
An integrated survival solution with Air Pocket Plus EBS, the Shark LAP
Jacket was developed as part of a project for BP and ConocoPhillips.
Designed to reduce the number of items donned by Offshore
personnel, the 275N jacket has been authorised by the European
Aviation Safety Agency to ETSO standard approval. Now a worldwide
industry standard product, the LAP jacket has passed the relevant CAA
tests and is approved to CAA Spec 5.
The Air Pocket Plus EBS helps support the immersion victim during the
underwater escape from a ditched helicopter, by helping to overcome
the effects of cold shock, an involuntary physiological response to
immersion in water.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20

Excellent compatibility and self righting performance
Manually operated aviation lifejacket
Fitted with lifting becket, whistle, buddy line and splash guard
Integral Air Pocket Plus EBS which automatically activates
on immersion
Available with optional manually operated strobe light
The LAP cover allows for retrofit of an integrated, approved
PLB solution
Fully compatible and approved for use with the 1000 Series
Passenger Immersion Suit

Survival from the Air
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LIFEJACKETS
MK44
The MK44 Life Preserver is primarily intended for use by helicopter
crews, but it is equally suitable for use in fixed-wing aircraft. It comprises
a fully adjustable waistcoat and is available with either a singlechamber or a twin-chamber inflatable stole, which is contained within a
protective pouch.
The front of the waistcoat and the stole pouch are manufactured
from breathable, flame-retardant fabric. The back of the waistcoat is
manufactured from mesh fabric to reduce heat discomfort and fatigue.
Used for a range of applications, the MK44 Life Preserver is one of
the most popular lifejackets on the market and is preferred by a large
number of the leading commercial helicopter and oil and gas operators
worldwide

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAA approved
Fully adjustable waistcoat
Waistcoat front and stole manufactured from ‘breathable’,
flame retardant fabric
Mesh back to reduce heat discomfort and fatigue
Easy to don and doff
Compact, removable integral spray hood
Automatically activated battery/lamp assembly
Lifting loops, reflective tape and whistle
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HELIDECK EQUIPMENT
At Survitec we offer a range of bespoke equipment
packages which offer swift access to casualties inside a crashed
aircraft. Please contact a member of our Offshore Projects team
for further information. Key pieces of equipment include:

JB08 & JB22 Helicrash Rescue
Equipment Chest
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CAP437 – Rescue Equipment
The CAA strongly recommends the provision of at least the following
equipment - Sizes of equipment are not detailed but should be
appropriate for the types of helicopter expected to use the facility.
CAP437
Rescue Equipment

Material: 3-4mm nominal thickness GRP
Lid Hinges: Nylon 6 ‘T’ hinges
Ld Latches: Stainless steel toggle clips
Seal: EPDM seal
Internal fittings: Fitted with PVC J-hooks
Lloyds Register Type Test Approved
IP56 rated for excellent weather protection

Dimensions JB22
•
•
•

H605mm x W935mm x D480mm
Aperture: 874mm x 354mm
Weight: 16.5kg

Dimensions JB08
•
•
•

H1530mm x W910mm x D495mm
Aperture: 1236mm x 706mm
Weight: 33kg

*

Quantity
Helicopter RFF
Helicopter RFF
Category H1/H2
Category H3

Adjustable wrench

1

1

Rescue axe, large (non wedge
or aircraft type)

1

1

Cutters, bolt

1

1

Crowbar, large

1

1

Hook, grab or salving

1

1

Hacksaw (heavy duty)

1

1

Hacksaw (heavy duty) spare blades

6

6

Blanket, fire resistant

1

1

Ladder (two-piece)*

1

1

Life line (5 cm circumference x 15m
in length) plus rescue harness

1

1

Pliers, side cutting (tin snips)

1

1

Set of assorted screwdrivers

1

1

Harness knife and sheath**

**

**

Gloves, fire resistant**

**

**

Power cutting tool

0

1

For access to casualties in an aircraft on its side

** This equipment is required for each helideck crew member
A responsible person should be appointed to ensure that the rescue equipment is checked
and maintained regularly. Rescue equipment should be stored in clearly marked and secure
watertight cabinets or chests. An inventory checklist of equipment should be held inside
each equipment cabinet/chest.
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HELIDECK EQUIPMENT

Adjustable
Wrench 10”
Chrome vanadium
steel finished in black
phosphate

Side Cutting
Pliers
(Tin Snips) 12”
Tinsnip 12” Straight

Bolt Cutters
24”

Rescue Grab
Hook

Heavy Duty
Hacksaw

Capacity, cutting
medium/hard metals:
7.9mm. Capacity,cutting
soft metal: 11.1mm

Primarily intended for
dragging persons from
fire situations

Roebuck ergonomically
designed bi-material
frame and grip

Set of
Screwdrivers

Quick Release
Safety Knife

Fireman’s
Gloves

Ladder

Kit contents: parallel tip
75 x 3mm, 100 x 4mm,
150 x 5.5mm, flared tip
75 x 4mm, 150 x 6.5mm,
40 x 6.5mm

Stainless steel blade
designed to cut seat belts
without the risk
of injury to the body

Fireman’s knit wrist
gloves approved
to EN659 (2003)

Rescue Axe
Large aircraft axe with
a protective shield below
non wedging pattern
head
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PAL 125 combination
ladder

Survival from the Air
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LIFERAFTS
Liferafts are possibly the most important piece of
survival equipment onboard any vessel. So when an
emergency arises, it is vital to know that the liferafts
being deployed are utterly reliable, robust and secure.
Survitec is, without doubt, the market leader in
inflatable lifesaving equipment. Our vast range of
liferafts ensures we can always find a product to
match any of our customers’ requirements. From a
fixed drilling platform to large tankers and floating
production units, we offer an extensive range of
off-the-shelf products available to purchase or hire
through each of our distributors and agents across the
globe.
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LIFERAFT RANGE
Throw Over & Davit Launch
Survitec’s range of throw over & davit launch liferafts are manufactured
to the highest quality standards and are offered in a variety of stowage
container options to suit all deck spaces. All configurations are fully
approved, ensuring suitability for vessels throughout the world.
Manufactured using a corrosion and abrasion resistant polyurethane
(PU) coated textile, ensuring maximum durability.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

MED approved
Fully enclosed double-skinned high-visibility canopy complete
with retro-reflective tape
Non-inflatable easy access boarding ramp
High volume water pockets to ensure maximum stability
when inflating
Canopy fitted with LED light ensuring maximum visibility
Fully insulated floor to ensure maximum thermal protection
Stowed in lightweight, streamlined GRP containers enabling
maximum deck space utilisation – various container
options available
Available with ‘A’ and ‘B’ emergency pack configuration
Available in davit launch and throw over (cylindrical or flat) options

Supporting Equipment
Liferaft Cradles
Survitec offers a range of liferaft cradles including deck mounted and
inclined launching rack options plus the lashing assemblies to suit your
application.

Hammar
Better Solutions for Safety at Sea
CM Hammar are the company behind the world famous, lifesaving H2O
hydrostatic release unit. They develop, manufacture and supply release
units for liferafts and EPIRBs and Remote Release Systems for liferafts,
evacuation systems and Lifebuoys as well as Hydrostatic Inflators for
lifejackets.

Key Products
•
•
•
•
•

H2O HRU Release Units
MRRS Release Systems
ERRS Release Systems
Lifebuoy Release Systems
Lifejacket Inflators
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Liferafts
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LIFERAFT RENTAL SOLUTIONS

Simple, Hassle Free Process
At Survitec, we understand the importance of effective, operational
practices when your vessel is in port. Our rental and exchange concept
launched in 2008 changed the liferaft market forever. Today more than
8,200 vessels have Survitec rented rafts on board. Renting rafts, rather
than owning, is becoming the preferred solution on board vessels.

A Simple, Seamless
Changeover
•
•
•
•
•
•
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No waiting
No interim loan rafts
No local repairs needed
No on-board assessments
No extra costs
No complex agreements

Liferafts

Always Compliant, Always on
Board
Offering a variety of Survitec throw overboard and davit launch
Extended Service Rafts – 30 months’ service intervals are available. All
our rental rafts are type and class approved, certificated and ready to
use. Our staff around the world work hard to ensure your rafts are ready
and where they need to be, when they need to be.

Worldwide Customer Support
With over 3,000 marine professionals covering 105 countries and more
than 2,000 ports, Survitec is unrivalled with our worldwide customer
support network.
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LIFERAFT RENTAL SOLUTIONS
Convenient and Cost Effective
With a Liferaft Rental agreement you will experience several benefits for
liferaft management. The Survitec concept is based on a fixed annual
rental fee with exchange of rafts either every 12 or 30 months. With
a single point of contact taking care of the due-date monitoring and
arrangements for exchange of your liferafts, you save both time and
reduce costs.

Our staff will be ready and waiting at your berth with your replacement
rental rafts, ready to go.
We offer a variety of class approved, certificated, ready to
use Survitec rafts:
•
•
•

Throw overboard
Davit launch
30, 60 or 90-day due-date notifications when your rafts
need exchanging.

Exchange Rental

Fixed Price Service

•	
•
•
•

• The same raft goes back on board
•	 All Survitec market-leading liferaft brands included
•	 The possibility to combine with fixed price service for
existing liferafts

Liferafts are replaced with a new approved set
Available in all key ports
Supports short port stays
Reduces the amount of handling
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LIFEBOATS
& DAVITS
Survitec supplies and maintains certified lifeboats, davits
and release mechanisms to offshore, shipping and cruise
customers around the world.
Our experience and expertise are the foundations for our
industry-leading services and products. Since 1991 we have
grown our capabilities and our global network of bases
to support your safety objectives. Our advanced design,
manufacture, inspection and maintenance systems are in
full compliance with the latest industry regulations and
codes.
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Offshore Oil & Gas
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LIFEBOATS & DAVITS
Twin and Single Fall DavitLaunched Lifeboat
Our range of Davit-Launched lifeboats are designed and manufactured
in accordance with the latest SOLAS regulations, MSC.1/Circ.1206 Rev
1, MSC.1/ Circ.1277 and relevant MODU codes. Available in both single
fall and twin fall davit-launched configurations to suit your operational
needs.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Designed and built to SOLAS/LSA Regulations
Suitable for commercial marine and offshore use
Worldwide servicing available
Approved by ABS, BV, GL, LR and EC Mark

Freefall Lifeboat
Our range of Free Fall lifeboats are designed and manufactured in
accordance with the latest SOLAS regulations, MSC.1/Circ.1206 Rev 1,
MSC.1/ Circ.1277 and relevant MODU codes.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Designed and built to SOLAS/LSA Regulations
Suitable offshore use: platforms, rigs and FPSOs
Worldwide servicing available
Approved by ABS, BV, GL, LR and EC Mark

Davits
A range of davits and winches designed to SOLAS and LSA reguations.
Inherently strong, reliable and built to perform in the toughest maritime
conditions. Comprehensive range including:

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed arm rig davits (MODU and platforms)
Conventional gravity luffing arm davit systems (FPSOs and ships)
Freefall davits
Fast rescue craft davits
Davits rated for combined lifeboat/rescue boat function as
defined in SOLAS
Compact ‘low head-room’ hydraulic davit systems for FPSOs
and ships and ‘skid-mounted solutions’

Maintenance & Inspection
Our services include:
• Annual and five-yearly inspection, maintenance and
overload testing of lifeboats, davits, winches and LRRS
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•
•
•
•

Five-yearly fall wire replacements
Five-yearly air cylinder replacements
Mechanical and GRP repairs
Refurbishment and retrofitting of lifeboats, FRCs, davits, 		
winches and LRRS

Lifeboats & Davits
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LIFEBOATS & DAVITS
Combined Davit-Launched
Liferaft / Rescue Boat
Automatic Release Hook (SLA
3.5)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed and built to IMO/SOLAS, LSA Code and 		
MSC.81(70) part 1 regulations
Approved by European Council Directive 96/98EC on 		
Marine Equipment (MED) and United States Coast Guard
Safe Working Load (SWL) – 3.5 tonnes
100% EU Product. Designed and manufactured in the UK
by Survitec Survival Craft
No service exchange requirement
Five-yearly servicing on board the vessel by Survitec or 		
approved agents / distributors

SAFELAUNCH ROC-LOC
(LRSS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IMO / SOLAS / LSA compliant
Designed specifically for davit-launched lifeboats
and rescue boats
Visual indicators for additional safety
Integrated fall prevention device (FPD)
Design for use in all climates and conditions
Approved by ABS and USCG
Crew training available

SAFELAUNCH Lifeboat
Release & Retrieval System
(LRRS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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IMO /SOLAS /LSA compliant. Award-winning design
Integrated fall prevention device (FPD)
External visual indicators for additional safety
Easily retrofitted to any lifeboat or rescue boat
Reliable and robust with minimum maintenance
Designed for use in all climates and conditions
Approved by DNV, ABS, USCG and MED
Crew training available

Lifeboats & Davits
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LIFEBOATS & DAVITS
Fall Prevention Device (FPD)
Survitec’s Fall Prevention Device (FPD) has been developed to help
reduce the number of accidents caused by the failure of
on-load lifeboat release hooks.
It is strongly advised that ship owners ensure all vessels are equipped
with this device to ensure compliance with MSC guidance circular
1327. Under the new regulations adopted by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) in 2011, all new on-load release
mechanisms for lifeboats must have been evaluated against new
design requirements by 1 July 2013. Any non-compliant hooks must
be replaced at the first scheduled dry docking of the ship after 1 July
2014 but not later than
1 July 2019.
The FPDs are attached between the lifeboat and the fore and aft davit
fall blocks providing a second line of safety in case the loaded lifeboat
hook system fails whilst lowering or raising the lifeboat. The safety
strops are removed just before the lifeboat becomes waterborne and
operating the lifeboat release hooks to release it from the falls. The
strops are then reattached before the lifeboat is retrieved from the
water by the davit falls and restowed.
All FPDs need to be in place before any drill, testing, inspection
or maintenance work is carried out that requires people to be in the
lifeboat.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Each FPD comes with a Lloyd’s Register certificate as 		
standard
Each FPD is marked with the date it first came into service
Includes label warning that the strop should not be used for
any other purpose
anufactured from Ultra High Molecular Weight 		
Polyethylene (UHMWPE) rope
Exceptionally strong yet easy to handle by the ship’s crew
Offers excellent resistance to UV and chemical damage
Supplied with an instruction manual
Supplied with safety warning tag to attach to the release 		
handle in the lifeboat to remind operators to remove the
FPD before activating the lifeboat release mechanism
Fully compliant with the MSC.1/Circ 1327 guidelines
Can be retrofitted to all existing release and retrieval systems
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Lifeboats & Davits
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TRANSFER,
ESCAPE &
MOB EQUIPMENT
Survitec can supply a broad range of passenger transfer,
escape & man overboard recovery products to help
ensure you are fully equipped to keep your crew safe.
All of our products are manufactured using the toughest,
most hard wearing materials possible and available in
multiple variations to suit your specific survival needs.
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TRANSFER & ESCAPE EQUIPMENT
Donut Safety Systems
The low cost one-time purchase solution to meeting your safety case
requirements.
Donut safety systems offer an innovative range of portable personal
escape products for the Offshore, Onshore, Marine and Renewables
industry, providing controlled descents during emergencies, when
conventional means are not possible.

Key Products
•

•
•

•

•

Donut Offshore Descent Device - Suitable for any type 		
offshore installation in conjunction with a Survitec throwover
liferaft.
Safeland Marine Descent Device – Allows the user to lock-off
above the sea and await rescue.
Safeland Rescue Descent Device – Designed for the lowering
of injured or unconscious personnel either in the unit’s own
harness or in conjunction with a suitable stretcher to a lower
level or directly to the ground.
Safeland Retro Descent Device – Ideal for escape from wind
turbines, scaffolding, gantries, cranes or any other area of
entrapment at height.
Donut Multiple Escape System – Designed with new build
Offshore Installations in mind and incorporating the use 		
of Donut Escape Stations, Donut Descent Devices, Survitec
Liferafts and Storage Cabinets.

REFLEX Marine
Reduce the risks of transferring personnel with a safe access solution.
The original FROG was pioneered over 20 years ago. Since then the
widespread success of Reflex Marine products has transformed the
industry’s view of marine transfer. With an unparalleled safety record,
these carriers are involved in over one million safe personnel transfers
around the world every year.
The servicing of these units can be undertaken at Survitec accredited
Service Centres around the world. On-site servicing at
a location convenient to you is an option and available upon request.
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Key Products
•

•
•

The FROG-XT Personnel Transfer Devices are available in 4, 6
and 10 person capacities to suit both low and high volume crew
transfers for routine or emergency personnel transfer (MedEvac).
The WAVE-4 is a transfer carrier for standing passengers capacity
for 4 persons or 1 person plus 1 stretcher.
The FROG-XT range and WAVE-4 Devices offer impact 		
protection, fall prevention and have floating and self righting
capabilities.

Transfer, Escape & MOB Equipment
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MAN OVERBOARD EQUIPMENT
30” Orange Perrybuoys –
MED Approved – 4kg or 2.5kg
Strong, reliable and long lasting lifebuoys moulded from high impact
linear low-density polyethylene for superior life expectancy in the
most severe environments.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Fitted with MED approved high intensity reflective tape
Grablines made with a braid of high density polyethylene
10mm diameter
Maximum installation height: 60m
Suitable for all lifebuoy cabinets – GRP and rotationally moulded
polyethene

30” Orange 4kg Perrybuoy

Available in two weights – 4kg or 2.5kg
Please note only the 4kg Perrybuoy is to be used to operate the
quick release arrangement for the self activated smoke signal and
self igniting light attached to the lifebuoy.

Lifebuoy lights

Lifebuoy Cabinet JB15

The L161 is fully approved to SOLAS/MED standards and also holds ATEX,
IECEx and ETL listing under UL913. It is intrinsically safe (category 1) and is
suitable for use in hazardous zones 0, 1 and 2.
The L163 is fully approved to USCG standard UL1196. It also holds ATEX,
IECEx and ETL listing under UL913 and is approved by SOLAS/MED. It is
intrinsically safe (category 1) and is suitable for use in hazardous zones 0,
1 and 2.

L161
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PYROTECHNICS
When you specify lifesaving equipment for your vessel, you need to
know, beyond any doubt, that it is the most reliable and cost effective
available. Trusted by the world’s offshore operators, navies and
commercial craft, with Pains Wessex advanced pyrotechnic marine
distress signals, you can be sure you have made the
right choice.

The quality, technological superiority and innovative designs, combined
with worldwide SOLAS approvals, including MED and USCG, and
manufacturing to ISO 9001 standard has placed Pains Wessex line of
pyrotechnics at the forefront of offshore safety.

Rockets
and flares

Line throwers

•
•
•

Smokes
•

Lifesmoke

Para red rocket
Red hand flare
Para illuminating
rocket

•
•
•

Single-shot linethrower 250
Linethrower 250 body and line
Linethrower 250 rocket

Pyrotechnic
Distress kits
•
•

Lifeboat distress kit
Offshore distress kit

Storage
•
•

Poly bottle
Grab bag
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MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT
& SIGNAGE
Many of your medical equipment needs are available
through the Survitec portfolio; this includes a variety
of stretcher types, first aid kits, defibrillators, eye wash
stations, emergency showers and oxygen resuscitation
equipment.
A number of safety signs and mandatory place cards are also
available to help ensure your efficient and safe operation. In
addition we also supply safety manuals for vessels.
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Stretchers
Basket Stretcher
Ideally suited to moving or rescuing an injured person, the basket
can be lifted without affecting the patients well-being. The stretcher
provides full body protection and comes complete with four movable
patient restraints and a footrest for comfort and stability.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Padded inner for patient comfort
Hand holes for easy transportation
Location points for patient restraints
Split version available

Paraguard Excel Rescue
Stretcher
Developed to aid a variety of rescue situations, the Paraguard Excel
Rescue Stretcher is constructed from quality, synthetic stainless steel
and aluminium making it impervious to oil, water, grease and other
petroleum products. Abrasion and erosion resistant, the system is quick
and simple to use and features various straps to secure the chest, arms,
thighs and lower legs. The head is held in place by a three-point, nonslip forehead strap.

Key Features
•
•
•

Approved for use by many authorities including NATO 653099-446-9403
To enhance infection control the flaps are wipe clean and the
patient pads may be detached from the base for washing
For storage and ease of transport, the stretcher packs into a back
pack supplied as standard
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Rescue Stretcher
The Rescue Stretcher can be used for both horizontal and
vertical lifting for rescue from a wide range of confined, exposed
or high locations.
The integral body harness conforms to the dynamic performance
requirements of EN 361 (full body fall arrest harness; unique to the
CHRYSALIS). With 125kg mass.
Made from reinforced LAMFAB which gives unbeatable weight to
strength. Contains full body casualty harness providing an unrivalled
combination of fit, comfort and strength. Quick buckle system means
using the harness is fast and simple.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harness retained completely flat during storage
For horizontal or vertically use
Minimal movement of casualty needed during fitting of harness
Can be rolled up when interior stiffening sheet removed
All components machine washable
Rolls-up to fit durable PVC storage bag with carrying straps

Model 265 Scoop Stretcher
Ideal for first call work, the 265 scoop stretcher is designed to allow
medical personnel to uncouple either end or both ends of the stretcher
to scoop up the patient using scissor type closing motion. The stretcher
design works to enable easy manoeuvrability especially in confined
spaces.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Narrow foot-end frame for handling in confined areas
Telescopic tubes allow length adjustments to fit patients
of various heights
Twin safety lock for smooth locking and unlocking
Includes 3 patient restraints

Model 265 EXL Scoop Stretcher
The Scoop™ 265 EXL is a moulded high density polypropylene stretcher,
ergonomically designed from high strength aluminium and precision
mouldings providing light weight with considerable strength.
The Scoop™ enables easy access to awkward low spaces
and makes movement of the body easy in confined areas.
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Eye Wash
Sterile Eye Wash Station
•
•
•
•

Sterile Eye Wash Cabinet

Designed for the workplace where bottles can be kept in an open
atmosphere
Contains 2 x 500ml Sterile Eye Wash in sealed disposable
Containers and a mirror
500ml refills available

•
•
•
•

Suitable for offshore installations or an area where the kit is not
left open to the atmosphere
Contains 2 x 500ml Sterile Eye Wash in sealed disposable
containers, 2 x Eye Dressings
Contains a mirror
500ml refills available

First Aid Kits
Visiting First
Aiders Kit Offshore
Installations
•

•

Designed for the workplace where 		
bottles can be kept in an open 		
atmosphere
Contains 2 x 500ml sterile eye wash
in sealed disposable containers and
a mirror

Emergency Shelter
First Aid Kit
Offshore
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Size: 36cm x 27cm x 10cm
Smart, strong ABS plastic case with
carry handle
Orange case designed for good visibility
of kit in low light levels
Includes bulkhead mounting bracket
Incorporates a dust and damp-proof
seal around the lid
For use in emergency shelter
accommodation on an installation
during construction or dismantling

Offshore
Installations
Sick Bay Kit
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 36cm x 27cm x 10cm
Smart, strong ABS plastic case with 		
carry handle
Orange case designed for good visibility
of kit in low light levels
Includes bulkhead mounting bracket
Incorporates a dust and damp-proof
seal around the lid
Kit should be held in the sick bay and
be readily available to each offshore
first-aider

Medical Equipment & Signage
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
First Aid Kit

First Aid Kit

Suitable for up to 20 People

Suitable for up to 50 People

Contents

Contents

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1x
5x
10 x
1x
3x
7x
3x
1x
1x
1x
5x
2x

First aid advice leaflet (English only)
Triangular bandage – non woven
Wipes – alcohol free
Sterile waterproof plasters – pack of 20 (2 sizes)
Sterile (small) wound dressing 7.5 x 5.5cm
Sterile (medium) wound dressing 12 x 12cm
Sterile (large) wound dressing 18 x 18cm
Resusci faceshield
Vinyl gloves - pair
Safety pins – pack of 6
Security seals
Sterile eyewash – 500ml bottle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 x Eurocase 2 orange 36 x 25 x 10cms c/w
detachable wall mounting bracket
1 x First aid advice leaflet (English only)
6 x Triangular bandage
10 x Wipes – alcohol free
3 x Sterile waterproof plasters - pack of 20 (2 sizes)
4 x Sterile (small) wound dressing 7.5 x 5.5cm
8 x Sterile (medium) wound dressing 12 x 12cm
4 x Sterile (large) wound dressing 18 x 18cm
1 x Resusci face shield
2 x Vinyl gloves - pair
1 x Safety pins – pack of 6
5 x Security seals

Defibrillators
Survitec can supply semi or fully automatic defibrillators.

Semi-Automatic AED Plus –
Lay Rescuer
Supplied with a graphical user interface with eight illuminated picture
prompts, an LCD screen showing voice prompts, device advisory
messages, elapsed time, shock count and chest compression graph
display.
Configurable to display ECG. Supplied with passive airway support lid, soft
case, batteries, CPR-D electrode with First Responder Kit, operator’s guide
and a seven-year warranty. Instructional training DVD also included.

Fully Automatic AED Plus
Key Features
•
•
•
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 etects a shockable heart rhythm and delivers a shock on its own
D
– there is no need for the rescuer to push the shock button
Counts down from three using visual and audio prompts and
then informs the rescuer that a shock has been delivered
Allows the rescuer to focus solely on delivering effective CPR
using ZOLL’s Real CPR Help® technology

Medical Equipment & Signage
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SIGNAGE
We can supply a range of safety signs, photoluminescent
tapes, posters and manuals to suit your requirements.
Signs can be supplied in self-adhesive vinyl or rigid PVC
photoluminescent material.

Options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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IMO safety signs
Safe area signs
Escape and escape route signs
Emergency door operation and
Turn to Open Signs
First aid signs
ISPC signs and notices
Personal protective
equipment signs
Security notice signs
Physical risk notice signs

Medical Equipment & Signage
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FIRE SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
Survitec Group is a trusted supplier of industrial and marine
safety fire equipment, and is a leading supplier to many of
the largest oil and gas operators and international shipping
companies. With a large and diverse product range, we work
hard to maintain a good working relationship with many of
the leading manufacturers to ensure that all products we
supply meet the appropriate standards and legislation and
are competitive on price.
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FIRE SAFETY
Fire Suit
The one piece and two piece options are MED approved (Marine
Equipment Directive 96/98/EC).
The two piece option is available in two versions - Tunic and Trousers
(EN 469:2005/AC:2006 – Xf2, Xr2, Y2, Z2 – Level 2)
or Combi Jacket & Salopettes (EN 469:2005/AC:2006 – Xf2, Xr2, Y2, Z2
– Level 2).
Both the one piece and two piece suits can be supplied in various
colour/material options.
Helmet

Flash Hood

Leather Gloves

One Piece Fire Suit
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Two Piece Fire Suit

Leather Boots

Fire Safety Equipment
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FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Survitec offer a range of fire extinguishers for all classes of fire in
stored pressure and cartridge options. MED, CE, BS EN3 approved
extinguishers are available in both portable and wheeled options.

Water

Foam

The most commonly used extinguisher for Class ‘A’
only, involving carbonaceous materials such as wood,
paper, textiles etc. As a fire extinguishing medium,
water is cleaner than most other types barring CO2
and is very effective.

Foam fire extinguishers, with an AFFF additive
(Aqueous Film Forming Foam), have the effect of
enhancing the cooling action of water enabling the
extinguisher to be used very effectively on Class ‘B’
Flammable Liquid fires, sealing the surface preventing
re-ignition. They also feature a unique nozzle which
ensures operator safety if in accidental contact with
live electrical equipment. Fully tested to, and complies
with, electrical conductivity test as specified in BS EN
3-2, clause 4, Annex A.

Powder
Dry powder fire extinguishers are the most powerful of
all general purpose extinguishers as they chemically
inhibit the fire as well as smothering it. Dry powder
extinguishers are extremely efficient on class ‘A’
fires, and are also effective on class ‘B’ and class ‘C’
(gaseous) fires. BC dry powders can be used on class
‘B’ flammable liquid fires, class ‘C’ and fires involving
electrical equipment.

Carbon Dioxide
CO2 fire extinguishers are for use on class ‘B’ fires and
live electrical equipment.

Fat Fire
Fat fire extinguishers are specially designed for
extinguishing cooking oil fires in industrial kitchens
and canteens.
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FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Portable Extinguishers
Cartridge Operated
Powder, Water, Foam, Metal, Fat Fire

Survitec offer a range of portable fire extinguishers cartridge operated
for all classes of fire. Standard models held in stock
are Water, Dry Powder and Foam. We can also supply extinguishers for
Fat Fires and Metal Fires. See the Survitec website for more information
on the models and sizes available. Marine brackets
are available for the extinguishers.

Stored Pressure Extinguishers
Powder, Foam, Water, Carbon Dioxide

Survitec offer a range of portable stored pressure fire extinguishers.
Standard models held in stock are Dry Powder, Foam and CO2.
See the Survitec website for more information on the models available.
Marine brackets are available for the extinguishers.

Wheeled Extinguishers
Powder, CO2, Foam

If you have high risk locations with limited access Survitec offer a range
of wheeled extinguishers which allow you to fight fires from
a longer distance giving you protection from heat and fire. Wheeled
extinguishers provide you with the ability to quickly move high capacity
extinguishers nearer to the fire easily. These are available
in Dry Powder, Foam and CO2 approved to EN 1866 and MED 96/98
EC.

Wood, paper, textiles
and other
carbon-aceous
materials.

Flammable liquids,
petrols and spirits.

Flammable gasses. For
example propane and
butane.

Fires involving burning
metals.

Fires caused by
electrical equipment
where electric current
may be present.

Cooking oil and fat. For
example olive oil, maize
oil, lard and butter.

Water

Foam

ABF Foam
only

Dry Powder

Argon with Microfire
D Powder

CO2 Gas

Wet Chemical
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FIRE HOSES, FITTINGS & HYDRANTS
Fire Hoses
The range of fire hoses supplied by Survitec is specifically designed
for marine use. They are MED approved and can be fitted with a range
of couplings, adaptors and nozzles to suit your vessel’s requirements.
They can be supplied with or without couplings.
In addition we also supply fire hose storage options.
Additionally, Survitec can also supply hose for the transfer of
drinking water.

Fire Couplings
Survitec can supply a range of fire hose fittings. The range includes
gunmetal and light alloy hose couplings, adaptors, blank caps and
washers covering both British and International fire fittings styles plus
Standard Flanges and International Ship-To-Shore Flange Adaptors. The
options available include Instantaneous, Storz, NOR (Norlas), Nakjima
(JIS), Machino, NH American, Barcelona, GOST, ROTTA, Guillemin, SMS,
UNI, Nunan & Stove. They can be supplied fitted to the fire hose or
separately as required.

Fire Nozzle
A range of fire nozzle options are available to suit your operational
needs these include:
•
•
•
•

Attack Flow Nozzles – variety of options
Jet/Spray Nozzles – variety of options
Fog Lance Nozzles – For use in ‘hard to reach’ places such
as ship’s holds
Fog Spike Lance Kits – For container fire fighting on board
complying with Water Mist Lance for container ships

Foam Concentrates
A range of Portable Foam equipment can be supplied including self
inducing and standard foam branchpipes and variable in line foam
inductors as well as mobile foam units.
To complement our range of Foam Firefighting Equipment Survitec
can supply a range of high quality foams which provide excellent cost
effective performance with minimal environmental impact. Catering
for all manner of fire and spill risk scenarios the range includes both
Synthetic and Protein based foams available on short lead times in 25
litre or 200 litre containers.
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FIRE EQUIPMENT
Survitec can supply your teams with a number of personal fire
protection items to keep your teams as well equipped as possible,
helping them to remain safe whilst working.
We offer both MED approved and SOLAS approved Fire Suits and
accompanying accessories - boots, gloves, helmets and holdalls.
In addition we offer a number of items to help meet your operational
requirements including insulated fire axes, pouches and belts, torches,
lamps and chargers and fireproof safety lines. Cabinets for the storage
of fireman’s equipment can be supplied in various sizes.

FIRE BLANKETS
We offer a range of BSEN approved fire blankets in rigid or
soft containers. Available in five standard sizes, in both slim
pack and jack pack variants, the range features a facility for
wall mounting and allows for the easy withdrawal of the blanket
from the holders.

In Case of Fire
Communication is vital for the safety
and efficiency on board
all vessels.
When it comes to one of the most extreme and
dangerous situation crews can face – the outbreak of
a fire – the need for efficient communication for the
coordination of firefighting is even more vital.
On November 30, 2012 the Maritime Safety
Committee adopted Resolution MSC.338(91)
among which, Chapter II-2 “Construction –
Fire Protection, Fire Detection and Fire Extinction“
mentions specifically the use of suitable
radio equipment.
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BREATHING APPARATUS
Spiromatic SCBA
A self-contained breathing apparatus, or SCBA, sometimes referred
to as a compressed air breathing apparatus (CABA), air-pack, or
simply breathing apparatus (BA), is a device worn by rescue workers,
firefighters, and others to provide breathable air in an IDLH (immediate
danger to life and health) atmosphere. The term “self-contained”
means that the breathing set is not dependent on a remote supply (e.g.,
through a long hose). An SCBA typically has three main components: a
high-pressure tank, a pressure regulator and an inhalation connection
(mouthpiece, mouth mask or face mask) connected together and
mounted to a carrying frame.
SPIROMATIC 90U is a basic breathing apparatus for firefighting,
industrial and marine environments. The pressure regulator (first stage
regulator) is identical to that used in other SCBA series from Interspiro.
The Spiromatic 90U configurations are CE approved according to
European product standards and approved according to the Marine
Equipment Directive (“ship wheel mark”). They are delivered as SCBA
configurations including face mask or as basic models excluding the
face mask and breathing valve.

Interspiro Spiroscape EEBD
An Emergency Escape Breathing Device (EEBD) is an important lifesaving appliance which is used for escaping an area with hazardous
conditions such as fire, smoke, poisonous gases etc. All ocean-going
vessels must carry at least two EEBD units in the crew accommodation
and similar units in the machinery spaces to comply with current
legislation as per SOLAS Chapter II-2 and MSC-99(73). There must
also be spare escape sets on board and a number of sets available
for training. With Passenger Ships, regulations state there must be at
least two EEBDs carried in each main vertical zone with at least four
per zone. Most EEBDs provide 15 minutes to escape out from danger.
However, an EEBD should never be used for fire-fighting purpose or
life-saving purposes.
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BREATHING APPARATUS
Ocenco M-20.2 EEBD
The world’s smallest and most durable EEBD.

A LIFE PRESERVER YOU WEAR ON YOUR BELT: The Ocenco
M-20.2 compressed oxygen Emergency Escape Breathing
Device provides up to 32 minutes of protection and can be
donned in seconds by simply unlatching the case, pulling out
the unit, and inserting the mouthpiece and nose clip. With the
option to wear the M-20.2 EEBD on a belt it makes it suitable
for use in confined spaces.

Ocenco
EEBD’s from
2002 are now
required to be
replaced

Additionally, if the environment is smoke filled, the compressed oxygen
and mouthpiece combination allows the M-20.2 EEBD
to be donned safely and easily, allowing the hood to be donned
at any time during the escape to provide additional protection as
a breathing bag against heat and chemicals that maybe present
in the area.

PARAT Smoke Hood
PARAT Escape hoods are optimised for operation and comfort,
a robust housing and tested filters guarantee protection from
toxic fire-related gases, vapours and particles for at least
15 minutes.
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SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
CABINETS
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LIFEJACKETS &
IMMERSION SUIT CABINETS

Survitec Group offers a range of cabinets specifically designed for
the storage of lifejacket and immersion suits.
All cabinets are Lloyd’s Register Type Test Approved and offer
longevity and durability in tough offshore environments.

JB72 Lifejacket/Immersion Suit
Storage Chest
Suitable for storage of 15 x inherently buoyant lifejackets
or 6 x immersion suits according to type.

JB74 Lifejacket/Immersion Suit
Storage Chest
Suitable for storage of 31 x inherently buoyant lifejackets
or 16 x immersion suits quantity dependent on type.

RS250LJ Automatic Lifejacket
Roller Shutter Cabinet
Suitable for storage of 20 x automatic lifejackets according to type hung
on 4 x GRP lifejacket saddles.

JB17LJ Automatic Lifejacket
Cabinet
Suitable for storage of 45 x automatic lifejackets according to type hung
on 9 x lifejacket saddles.

STRETCHER CABINETS
Our range of GRP stretcher cabinets, are designed to facilitate the
compact stowage of a diverse range of stretchers, allowing for quick
and easy access during an emergency situation. All cabinets are Lloyd’s
Type Register Approved and are IP56 rated for excellent protection
against the elements.
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Paraguard
Stretcher
Cabinet
Safety Equipment Cabinets
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FIRE CABINETS & BA CABINETS
Our diverse range of fire extinguisher and equipment cabinets are suitable for a
range of equipment configurations. Cabinets are Lloyd’s Type Register Approved
and are IP56 rated for excellent protection against the elements.

JB03 Fire
Extinguisher
Cabinet

JB06 Fire Hose/
Hydrant Equipment
Cabinet

JB82 Fire
Extinguisher
Cabinet

Suitable for storage of 2 x 9kg or 9L
fire extinguisher.

Suitable for storage of 1 x length
18 metre fire hose and branchpipe.

Suitable for storage of 1 x 9kg to
12kg fire extinguisher.

JB03 Fire
Extinguisher
Cabinet

JB06 Fire Hose/
Hydrant Equipment
Cabinet

RS250FE
Firefighter’s
Equipment Cabinet

Suitable for storage of 2 x 9kg or 9L
fire extinguisher.

Suitable for storage of 1 x length
18 metre fire hose and branchpipe.

Suitable for storage of Breathing Apparatus
and Firefighter’s Clothing (supplied with 1
shelf and 2 x BA clips).

RS300FE
Firefighter’s
Equipment Cabinet

Extinguisher
Cabinet

Apparatus Cabinet

Suitable for storage of 2 x Firefighter’s
clothing (hanging) and breathing
apparatus set.

SOS101 Fire
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Suitable for storage of 1 x 9kg or 9L fire.

Suitable for storage of 1 x full duration
breathing apparatus set (Supplied
with 1 x BA clip).

JB13BA Breathing
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RIGGING LOFTS
Survitec Group supplies a range of Rigging Lofts to the international
onshore and offshore energy industry. Our objective is to deliver cost
effective and compliant lifting solutions to our customers through
supply of equipment, innovative management and robust inspection
practices. All rigging loft containers (including ATEX approved
heating and lighting) are in accordance with BS EN12079.
To prevent downtime, Survitec Group offer an exchange programme: a
rigging loft is exchanged at six monthly
intervals ensuring minimum disruption within the workplace.

Each container can be tailored to a customer’s specification with
equipment from our vast portfolio of equipment including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All portable lifting equipment
All wire rope slings assemblies
Air operated hoists and winches
Sling manufacture to 64mm (for next day delivery)
Safety at height equipment: inertia reels, safety harness
and lanyards
Tailored lifting and equipment solutions

OFFSHORE/SUBSEA
LIFTING EQUIPMENT
Tiger SS12 Corrosion Resistant
Chain Block
Lightweight and portable, the SS12 is manufactured from the high
quality steel materials. The rugged construction has the advantage
of being fully protected against corrosion using Tiger’s OCP (Organic
Corrosion Protection) formula, which gives over 1000 hours continuous
protection from ASTM B117 salt spray conditions.

Performance:
The SS12 chain block has undergone a full test programme
that includes:

Type testing:
Ultimate strength test, at least four times the working

Load limit (WLL):
Chain end anchorage test, passing at least 2.5 times
the WLL without any restriction of the brake or gears

Test on every hoist:
Roof loading at 1.5 times the rated capacity
Light load testing at maximum of 2% rated capacity
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OFFSHORE/SUBSEA
LIFTING EQUIPMENT
Tiger PROLH Lever Hoist
The PROLH model comes equipped with a unique dual brake
mechanism that automatically engages when the lever hoist feels
the slightest resistance on the bottom hook. This key feature means
that the PROLH will raise, hold, and lower the lightest of loads without
slipping and protects against accidental light load failures caused by
putting the hoist into neutral whilst under load. Available in 0.75kg,
1.5t, 3.0t, 6.0t and 10.0t capacity, each system is light load tested and
certified at 2% of the rated capacity and is proof tested at 1.5 times the
rated capacity.

Tiger ROV
Compact and light weight this system is available as a 3 tonne, 10
tonne and 20 tonne capacity chain block. We will chain the units up to
project specific heights of lift, which can be pre-set to meet the exact
starting point required within the rigging drawings.
The Tiger ROV compatible chain block is available in three different
interface options:
•
•
•

Hydraulic hot stab connection type A dual port
Rotary torque receptacle classes 1,2 & 3
Manual D-handle, T-bar or fishtail direct drive

Tiger Subsea Lever Hoist SS11
Designed to equip the oil and gas industry with a hoist that could be
certified for safe use at subsea level whilst meeting all the requirements
of IMCA DO28 Rev. 1, the SS11 features excellent anti-corrosion
characteristics, making it ideal for tough marine environments.
Incorporating a new brake pawl design, the system ensures there is
constant engagement of the ratchet brake whilst still allowing for the
free-wheeling facility to position the load chain.
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INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
Lifting & Hydraulic Solutions
for Offshore Projects
Through our UK service and distribution centres we have
the resources to deliver a comprehensive package of lifting equipment
and hydraulics inspection services. Our purchase and contract hire
solutions cover the repair and maintenance,
inspection and testing, training and certification management
of fixed and loose lifting equipment.
We work in partnership with our customers to help them
comply with their obligations under LOLER (Lifting Operations
and Lifting Equipment Regulations).
Survitec’s FirstCert radiofrequency identification (RFID) system is
available to help speed up the tracking and inspection process.
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SERVICE &
MAINTENANCE
At Survitec we recognise that when it comes to safety there
is no margin for error or complacency. We carry out regular
and rigorous servicing and maintenance at our international
service centres to ensure that our customers have the best
and most reliable survival products on the market.
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SERVICING
MES, Liferaft, Lifejacket, Lifeboats, Rescue Boats
& Immersion Suits

As well as standard servicing we carry out both major and minor repairs
to rescue boats, liferafts and lifejackets and provide the servicing,
inspection, load-testing and certification of lifeboats, rescue boats
and davits. We have our own in-house cylinder bays and engineering
workshops where we investigate the condition
of equipment prior to carrying out any extensive repairs.
In order to provide a rapid service turnaround Survitec Group’s stores
hold a host of components and spare parts, all of which
are fully documented and traceable.
As an MCA and EASA approved company we have a strong reputation
for reliability of service and workmanship. Our work is always of a high
standard and our technical ability is continuously being upgraded with
the latest equipment, facilities and training.
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Servicing Capability
•
•
•
•
•

Regular servicing of liferafts, lifejackets, MES and
survival suits
Major and minor repairs to liferafts, lifejackets, MES
and survival suits
Inflatable tube and glass fibre hulls repairs for RIBs
and rescue boats
Testing and refilling of gas cylinders
Each service certificate printed with a unique code
to record where a service has been carried out

Service & Maintenance
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PASSENGER & CREW TRANSIT SAFETY
At our main offshore base in Aberdeen we specialise in the supply of
passenger transit survival suits for the oil and gas industry. We currently
operate a rental fleet of 33,000 suits and thermal liners, which are
used on a daily basis by personnel travelling to and from offshore
installations. In 2017 our survival equipment has been issued to over
18,000 helicopter flights from the UK alone (Up to 31st July 2017).
Our service centre in Peterhead, in the UK, is equipped to service,
launder and repair 2,000 survival suits a day. This facility, coupled with
an extensive staff training programme and a well-documented quality
control system, ensures our logistics team is able to satisfy the everincreasing demands of our customers.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
Survitec provides a comprehensive asset management service tailored
to a customer’s individual requirements. Our packages range from
all-encompassing live web-based solutions through to specific projects
such as hire of hand-tools or RFID controlled height safety equipment.
We already provide through life management services for many of the
oil and gas majors as well as key clients
in the marine and emergency services sectors.
This includes customer-owned inventory as well as our own
equipment. For portable equipment requiring regular service and
inspection at one of our specialist service centres, we can provide a
modular logistics solution ranging from a full ‘rigging-loft’ of equipment
through to bespoke packages such as individual maintenance kits or
‘man-packs’.
For fixed equipment onshore or offshore we have a team of
qualified and experienced engineers who are able to carry out
a range of service, test and inspection programmes on everything from
lifeboats through to lifting beams.
Our inventory management service utilises either our own network
of storage locations or existing client locations. All equipment is serial
tracked and we can provide a complete reporting facility at regular
intervals including certification status and utilisation levels. Whatever
the package our objective is to provide customers with
an efficient fully-managed solution where the correct, serviced, tested
and certified equipment is available when required and is
fully compliant with the relevant legislation.
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LIFTING, TESTING & INSPECTION
Through our UK service and distribution centres we have
the resources to deliver a comprehensive package of lifting
equipment and inspection services. Our purchase and contract
hire solutions cover the repair and maintenance, inspection and
testing, training and certification management of fixed and loose
lifting equipment.
We work in partnership with our customers to help them comply
with their obligations under LOLER (Lifting Operations and Lifting
Equipment Regulations). Survitec’s FirstCert radiofrequency
identification (RFID) system is available for instant access to certificates
and equipment racking, alerting you up to a month before your
inspections are due for renewal.
Our lifting engineers have gained LEEA (Lifting Equipment and
Engineers Association) based competency portfolios as well as the
required NDT/offshore certifications. This means we have the in-house
technical expertise to inspect and repair crane structures and runways,
mobile cranes, small industrial cranes and electric hoists as specified by
LOLER regulations. We also maintain winches and all lifting equipment
below the hook, fall protection equipment and rescue systems.
Remember our expert team is always available to answer
questions and offer support on specific technical.

Inspection/Service
LOLER Lifting Equipment Inspection – offshore and onshore
MPI/NDT Testing - Offshore & Onshore
Crane Maintenance and Servicing – offshore and onshore
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Products
Chain Systems & Shackles
Chains, Slings, Connectors, Hooks, Clutches, Links,
Shackles, Screw & Safety Pins, Bow & ROV Shackles
Hooks, Eyes & Screws
Swivel and Eye Safety Hooks, Eyebolts, Eyenuts, Bownuts,
Rigging, Screws, Turnbuckles, Wire Rope Grips ROV Products
Blocks, Trolleys & Clamps
Snatch Blocks, Beam Trolleys, Beam Clamps, Chain Blocks,
Lever Hoists, Pulling Hoists & Plate Clamps
Slings
Polyester Flat Web Slings, Polyester Round Slings, Wire Rope
Slings and Chain Slings, DNV Slings
Load Testing
250 T Horizontal Test Bed, Test Rig for Containers
and LiftingBeams etc
Hire, Service & Maintenance
Manual, Electrical, Hydraulic and Pneumatic Lifting, Equipment
and Crane Servicing
Rigging Lofts
Equipped to customer’s specifications
Hand Powered Tooling
HAVS Testing, Calibration and Testing Facility
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HEIGHT SAFETY
We are approved suppliers and service agents for the leading brands of
fall protection equipment. You can rely on our knowledge and expertise
to select the best products available on the market today. Our extensive
range of products and services is outlined below.

Personal Fall Protection
Equipment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Anchors
Harnesses
Lanyards
Work Restraint Systems
Positioning Systems
Connectors
Fall Arrest Blocks
Fall Arrest Recovery Blocks
Slings
Tripods
Confined Space Equipment

Service & Maintenance

Our suppliers include
•
•
•
•

Capital Safety
Honeywell / Sperian
Ridgegear
Tractel

Installation, Servicing and
Inspection
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Installation
Servicing
Fixed System Inspections
PPE inspection
Systems Training
Hire
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Copyright Notice

The copyright, trademarks, domain names and other intellectual property rights in all material
and information in this presentation belongs to Survitec Group Limited. All rights are reserved.

Disclaimer

GET IN TOUCH
SURVITEC

1-5 Beaufort Road, Birkenhead, CH41 1HQ, United Kingdom
Email: info@survitecgroup.com

www.survitecgroup.com

This document provides general information about Survitec Group and its companies, its
products and services, and summarises general capabilities and offerings which we deem to
be of relevance to our customers. Whilst Survitec has taken appropriate steps to ensure the
accuracy of the information contained in this document, Survitec gives no warranty regarding
the accuracy or completeness of such information.
This presentation was prepared to provide information and does not constitute a contract.
Survitec reserves the right, without prior notice, to change, delete, supplement, or otherwise
amend at any time the information, images, and offerings contained in this presentation, or
other documents. Survitec shall not be liable for any loss or damage of whatever nature (whether
direct, indirect, consequential or other) that may arise as a result of any third party relying on the
information contained in this document (but nothing in this disclaimer excludes liability for death
or personal injury arising from negligence or any fraudulent misrepresentation).
For further detailed information, prices, terms and conditions, customers should contact Survitec
at info@survitecgroup.com

